Faculty Learning Community
Reflections of 2006

When I joined this group, I was eager to learn the pedagogical techniques used by my colleagues from other colleges….

The first thing that I realized is our teaching and learning style are all different…

I do not have the time or patience to read volumes of information, but I was counting on learning from one another by conversations…..

But NOW,
    I noticed that I have indeed done some pedagogical reading!

I remember –
    Perry’s Scheme …
    Cooking dishes for friends …
    Lilly Conference was a lot of fun …
    8 -10 am meetings during the winter !!!
    Lots of group discussions …
    Making more new friends …,
    Strengthsquest (what was that?) …
    FITL seminars …. 

- All of the above, made me even more eager to learn…

I believe this is an excellent, supporting, fun loving group of members which we gave the name –Faculty Learning Community!

And … for making it all happen – Thank you Susan, Keith and Trudy!